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Perhapssome of the movie-goersamongyou have had the experience
of sitting through a film with no discemableplot and no significant
action, only to be accusedby your companionsof having missed the
point. 'It's not supposedto be dramatic', they tell you, 'it's a Character
Study!' The conventionsof this genre seemto require that it centre on
an otherwise inconspicuousperson who undergoessome familiar life
passageor other with terribly subtle, if any, reactionsor results. Well,
if a thesis is to a philosophy talk what a plot is to a movie, I'm afraid
I'm about to inflict the counterpartto a CharacterStudy: I'll introduce
a distinctive inquirer and record her progress through a particularly
venerablephilosophical neighbourhood.My apologies in advancefor
what will be more a saunterthan a journey.
I. DESCARTES

To explain what 'SecondPhilosophy' is supposedto be, I should begin
with Descartesand his Meditations on First Philosophy (1641). The
key to this work is Descartes'dramatic Method of Doubt.' It starts
modestly enough, noting that our sensessometimesdeceive us about
objects that are very small or very distant, but quickly moves on to
perceptual reports that seem beyond question, like my current belief
that 'this is a hand', Still, the meditator wonders,might I not be mad,
or asleep?
Yet at the moment my eyesare certainly wide awake ...as I stretch
out and feel my hand I do so deliberately, and I know what I am
doing. All this would not happenwith suchdistinctnessto one asleep.
Indeed! As if I did not rememberother occasionswhen I have been
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tricked by exactly similar thoughts while asleep! As I think about
this more carefully, I seeplainly that there are never any sure signs
by meansof which being awake can be distinguished from being
asleep.The result is that I begin to feel dazed... Perhaps... I do not
even have ... hands ... at all. (Descartes[1641]. p. 13)
In his dizziness. the meditator anxiously graspsfor a fixed point
..,

whetherI am awakeor asleep,two andthreeaddedtogetherare

fivc, and a squarehas no more than four sides. In seemsimpossible
that suchtransparenttruths should incur any suspicionof being false.
(op. cit., p. 14)
But the midnight fears cannot be stopped.What if God is a deceiver
or worse, what if there is no God, and I am as I am by mere chance'
Mightn't I then be wrong in absolutely all my beliefs'?
I have no answer to these arguments,but am finally compelled to
admit that there is not one of my former beliefs about which a doubt
may not properly be raised. (op. cit., pp. 14-15)
And he concludes that
in future I must withhold my assentfrom thesc fomlcr beliefs just
as carefully as I would from obvious falsehoods.if I want to discover any certainty. ... I will supposctherefore that ... some malicious demon of the utmost power and cunning has employed all his
energiesin order to deceiveme. J shall think that the sky. the air, the
earth, colours, shapes,soundsand all cxtcmal things are merely the
delusionsof drcamswhich he hasdevisedto ensnaremy judgement.
I shall consider myself as not having hands or eyes, or flesh. or
blood or senses,but as falsely believing that I have all these things
... this is an arduous undertaking ... (op. cit., p. 15)
Arduous, indeed,to deny that I havehands,that I'm now standinghere
giving this talk, that you are all sitting in yollr chairs, listening 3.."I
rehearsethe familiar Cartesiancatechism.We might fairly ask, what i~
the ooint of this difficult exercise?
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The point is not that I am somehowunjustified in believing these
things. Despitethe doubts that havejust beenraised, Descartesand his
meditator continue to regard my ordinary beliefs as
highly probable ... opinions, which, despitethe fact that they are in
a sensedoubtful... it is still much more reasonableto believe than
to deny. (op. cit., p. 15)
The very reasonableness
of thesebeliefs is what makes it so difficult
to suspendthem. For this purpose,some exaggeration2is needed:
I think it will be a good plan to turn my will in completely the
opposite direction and deceivemyself. by pretendingfor a time that
these former opinions are utterly false and imaginary. (op. cit.)
So. the Evil Demon Hypothesisis designedto help to unseatmy otherwise reasonablebeliefs, though the doubt raised thereby is 'a very
slight. and, so to speak,metaphysicalone' (op. cit.. p. 25).
But this just pushesthe question back one step. We now wonder:
why should I wish to unseat my otherwise reasonablebeliefs? The
meditator is explicit on this point. He is concernedabout the statusof
natural science,and he realizes that
It [is] necessary,once in the courseof my life, to demolish everything completelyand startagainright from the foundationsif I [want]
to establishanything at all in the sciencesthat [is] stable and likely
to last. (op. cit., p. 12)
The Method of Doubt, the suspensionof belief in anything in any way
doubtful, is just that. a method-designed to lead us to a firm foundation for the sciences:
I must withhold my assentfrom theseformer beliefsjust as carefully
as I would from obvious falsehoods,~r 1 want to discover any certainty in the .\'ciences.(op. cit., p. 15, emphasismine, underlined
phrase from the 1647 French edition)
The hope is that once we set aside all our ordinary beliefs, reasonable
or not, someabsolutelyindubitablefoundationalbeliefs will thenemerge,
on the ba."isof which scienceand common sensecan then be given a
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fiffi1 foundation. The Method of Doubt is the one-time expedientthat
enablesus to carry out this difficult task.
Janet Broughton, the scholar whose account of DescartesJ've been
following here, describesthe meditator's situation like this:
Of course, there is nothing about the strategy of this [Method of
Doubt] that guaranteesit will do what we want it to do. Perhapswe
will find that all claims can be impugned by a reason for doubt.
Perhapswe will find some that cannot, but then discover that they
are very general or have few interesting implications. (Broughton
[2002], p. 53)
But. as we all know, this is not the fate of Descartes'meditator. Jn the
second Meditation, he quickly establishesthat he must exist---as he
must exist even for the Evil Demon to be deceiving him!-and that he
is a thinking thing. From there,he movesto the existenceof a benevolent God, the dependability of 'clear and distinct ideas', and so on,
returning at last to the reasonablebeliefs of scienceand common sense.
Alas, a sad philosophical history demonstratesthat the path leading
from the Evil Demon Hypothesisto hyperbolic doubt has always been
considerably more compelling than the route taken by the meditator
back to ordinary belief. Still, the Cartesianhope of securing an unassailable foundation for sciencehas pe~isted, down the centuries. So,
for example,the good Bishop Berkeley(1710) suggestedthat our sense
impressionsare incontrovertible evidencefor the existenceof physical
objects, becausesuch objects simply are collections of impressions,
but the price he paid-subjective idealism-was one nearly all but
Berkeley have found entirely too high. More recently, Russell (1914)
and early Carnap (1928, on some readings,anyway) applied the full
scopeand power of modem mathematicallogic to the project of construing physical objects as more robust logical constructionsfrom sensory experiences,but both efforts ultimately failed, even in the opinions of their autho~. There is surely much in this historical recordboth in the detail of each attempt and in the simple fact of this string
of failures-to lead us to despair of founding science and common
senseon somemore trustworthy emanationsQf First Philosophy.Thus,
Ouine speaksof a 'forlorn hope' and a 'lost cause' ([1969]. p. 74).
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But perhaps the situation is not as tragic as it is sometimes drawn.
Let's consider, for contrast, another inquirer, one entirely different from
Descartes' meditator. This inquirer is bOrn native to our contemporary
scientific world view; she practices the modem descendants of the
methods found wanting by Descartes. She begins from common sense,
she trusts her perceptions, subject to correction, but her curiosity pushes
her beyond these to careful and precise observation, to deliberate
Av...~rimentation, to the formulation and stringent testing of hypotheses,
to devising ever more comprehensive theories, all in the interest of
learning more about what the world is like. She rejects authority and
tradition as evidence, she works to minimize prejudices and subjective
factors that might skew her invest4gations. Along the way, observing
the forms of her most successful theories, she develops higher level
principles-like the maxim that physical phenomena should be explained
in terms of forces acting on a line between two bodies, depending only
on the distance between them-and she puts these higher level principles
to the test, modifying them as need be, in light of further experience.
Likewise, she is always on the alert to improve her methods of
observation, of experimental design, of theory testing, and so on,
undertaking to improve her methods as she goes.
We philosophers, speaking of her in the third person, will say that
such an inquirer operates 'within science', that she uses 'the methods
of science', but she herself has no need of such talk. When asked why
she believes that water is H2O, she cites information about its behaviour under electrolysis and so on; she doesn't say, 'because science
says so and I believe what science says'. Likewise, when confronted
with the claims of astrology and such like, she doesn't say, 'these
studies ar~ ;unscientific'; she reacts in the spirit of this passage from
Feynman ~n astrology:
Maybe it's ... true, yes. On the other hand, there's an awful lot of
information that indicates that it isn't true. Because we have a lot of
knowledge about how things work, what people are, what the world
is, what those stars are, what the planets are that you are looking at,
what-makes them go around more or less ...iAnd furthermore, if you
look very carefully at the different astrologers they don't agree with
each other, so what are you going to do? Disbelieve it. There's no
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evidence at all for it. ... unlesssomeonecan demonstrateit to you
with a real experiment, with a real test ... then there's no point in

listening to them. (Feynman [1998], pp. 92-3)
My point is that o.ur inquirer needn't employ any general analysis of
what counts as 'scientific' to say this sort of thing, though we philosophers use the tenn 'science' in its rough and ready sensewhen we set
out to describe how she behaves.
This, then, is the Characterof our CharacterStudy, a mundaneand
unremarkablefigure, as the genre dictates.Following convention, we
hope to teaseout the hidden elementsof her temperamentby tracing
her reactions to a familiar philosophical test: the confrontation with
scepticism.So, how will shereactto the challengeDescartesputs to his
meditator? Does she know that she has hands?
In responseto this question,our inquirer will tell a story about the
workings of perception-about the structureof ordinaryphysicalobjects
like hands,about the natureof light and reflection, about the reactions
of retinas and neurons, the actions of human cognitive mechanisms,
and so on. This story will include cautionarychapters,abOuthow this
nonnally reliable train of perceptualevents can be undennined-by
unusual lighting, by unusual substancesin the blood-stream of the
perceiver, and so on-and she will check as best she can to see that
such distorting forces are not presentin her current situation. By such
careful steps she might well conclude that it is reasonablefor her to
believe, on the basis of her perception,that there is a hand before her.
Given that it is reasonablefor her to believe this, she does believe it.
and so sheconcludesthat sheknows there is a handbef;>reher, that she
hasBut
hands.
mightn't she be sleeping?Mightn't an Evil Demon be deceiving
her in all this? Our inquirer is no more impressed'by these empty
possibilities than Descartes'meditator;with him, shecontinuesto think
it is far more reasonablethan not for her to believe that shehas hands,
that she isn't dreaming, that there is no Evil Demon. The question is
whether or not she will seethe wisdom, as he does,in employing the
Method of Doubt. Will sheseethe need'once in [her] life, to demolish
everything completely and start again' (Descartes[1641], p. l2)?
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This question immediately raises another,which we haven't so far
considered,namely, what is it exactly that Descartes'meditator seesas
forcing him to this drastic course of action? The only answer in the
Meditations comes in the very first sentence:
Someyears ago I was struck by the large number offalsehoods that
I had acceptedas true in my childhood, and by the highly doubtful
nature of the whole edifice that I had subsequentlybasedon them.
(Descartes[1641], p. 12)
Our inquirer will agreethat many of her childhood beliefs were false,
and that the judgements of common senseoften need tempering or
adjustment in light of further investigation, but she will hardly see
theseas reasonsto suspendher use of the very methodsthat allowed
her to uncoverthoseerrors and makethe requiredcorrections! It's hard
to see why the meditator feels differently.
The reasontracesto Descartes'aim of replacingthe reigning Scholastic Aristotleanism with his own Mechanistic Corpuscularism.As he
was composing the Replies that were to be published with the first
edition of the Meditations, he wrote to Mersenne:
I may tell you, betweenourselves,that thesesix Meditations contain
all the foundationsof my physics. But pleasedo not tell people, for
that might make it harder for supportersof Aristotle to approve
them. I hope that readerswill gradually get used to my principles,
and recognize their truth, before they notice that they destroy the
principles of Aristotle. (Descartes[1641a], p. 173)
To get a senseof the conflict here, notice that on the view Descartes
comes to by the end of the Meditations, all properties of physical
objectsare to be explainedin termsof the geometryand motions of the
particles that make them up; the featureswe experience-like color,
weight, warmth, and so on-exist, strictly speaking,only in us. For the
Aristotelians,in contrast,physicalobjectsthemselveshavea wide variety
of qualities, which brings Aristotelianism into close alliance with common sense.
This backgroundis laid out beautifully by Daniel Garber, who thet:l
takes the final step:
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Descartesthought [that] the commonsenseworldview and the Scholastic metaphysicsit gives rise to is a consequenceof one of the
universal afflictions of humankind: childhood. (Garber [1986], p.
88)
On Descartes'understandingof cognitive development,children are 'so
immersed in the body' (Descartes[1644], p. 208) that they fail to
distinguish mind and reasonfrom matter and sensation,and
The domination of the mind by the corporealfaculties ... leadsus to
the unfoundedprejudice that those faculties representto us the way
the world really is. (Garber [1986], p. 89)
So these are the 'childhood falsehoods'and Aristotelianism is the resulting 'highly doubtful edifice' that the meditator despairsof in the
opening sentenceof the Meditations.) As the errors of childhood are
extremely difficult to uproot in adulthood,only the Method of Doubt
will deliver a slate clean enough to allow Descartes' alternative to
emerge:the resulting principles of First Philosophywill be completely
indubitable, and as such, strong enoughto underminethe authority of
common sense.4
Now our contemporary inquirer, unlike the meditator, has no such
Cartesianreasonsto believe that her most reasonablebeliefs are problematic,5so she lacks his motivation for adoptingthe Method of Doubt.
Still, if application of the Method does lead to First Philosophical
Principles that are absolutely certain, principles that may cOnflict with
someof our inquirer's overwhelmingly reasonable,but ever-so-slightly
dubitablebeliefs, then sheshould,by her own lights, follow this course.
Even if all her old beliefs re-emergeat the end, some of them might
inherit the certainty of First Philosophy.6Though she quite reasonably
regardssuchoutcomesas highly unlikely, shemight well think it proper
procedure to read past the First Meditation, to see what comes next.
The unconvincing argumentsthat follow will quickly confirm her expectation that there is no gain to be found in this direction!
So our inquirer will continue her investigation of the world in her
familiar ways, despite her encounterwith Descartesand his meditator.
She will ask traditional philosophicalquestionsabout what there is and
how we know it, just as they do, but she will take perception as a
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mostly reliable guide to the existence of medium-sized physical
objects, she will consult her astronomicalobservationsand theoriesto
weigh the existence of black holes, and she will b'eat questions of
knowledge as involving the relations betweenthe world-as she understandsit in her physics, chemistry,optics, geology, and so on-and
human beings-as she understandsthem in her physiology, cognitive
science,neuroscience,linguistics, and so on, While Descartes'meditator beginsby rejecting scienceand commonsensein the hope of founding them more firmly by philosophical means,our inquirer proceeds
scientifically, and attemptsto answereven philosophical questionsby
appeal to its resources,For Descartes'meditator, philosophy comes
first; for our inquirer, it comessecond-hence 'SecondPhilosophy' as
opposedto 'First', Our Characternow has a label: she is the Second
Philosopher ,8
D. STROUD'S DESCARTES

The Descarteswe've been examining so far-perhaps he should be
called Broughton's Descartes-regards the sceptical hypothesesas a
mere tool in his searchfor a new foundation for science,' but contemporary epistemologiststend to entertain a more potent scepticismthat
takes centre stageall on its own. To seehow our SecondPhilosopher
fares in this context, let's turn our attentionto this Descartes,of whom
Barry Stroud writes:
By the end of his First Meditation Descartesfinds that he has no
good reason to believe anything about the world around him and
therefore that he can know nothing of the external world. (Stroud
[1984], p. 4)
This Descarteswould seem to stand in clear conflict with common
sense,and with our SecondPhilosopher.
Stroud's analysis brings us back to the dream argument.The meditator realizesthat the sensessometimesmisleadhim, when the light is
bad, or he is tired, and so on, so he focuseson a best possible case:he
sits comfortably by the fire with a piece of paper in his hand. At first,
it seemsto him impossible that he could be wrong about this-until
he's hit by the thought that for all be knows he might be dreaming.
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'With this thought,' Stroud writes, 'Descarteshas lost the whole world'
(Stroud [1984], p. 12).
At this point, the SecondPhilosopheris tempted to answer in the
spirit displayed by Descarteshimself at the end of th~ Meditations:
The exaggerateddoubts ... should be dismissedas laughable ... especially .., my inability to distinguish between being asleep and

being awake.,. thereis a vast differencebetweenthe two, in that
dreamsare never linked by memory with all the other actions of life
as waking experiencesare ... when I distinctly see where things
come from and where and when they come to me, and when I can
connectmy perceptionsof them with the whole of the rest of my life
without a break, then I am quite certain that when I encounterthese
things 1 am not asleepbut awake. (Descartes[1641], pp. 61-2)10

.

But the trouble, says Stroud's Descartes,is that 1 might be dreaming
that 1 distinctly seewhere the paper in my hand came from, I might be
dreamingthat my current perceptionof my hand is connectedwith the
rest of my life without a break, and so on. If I think there is sometest
I can apply to determine whether or not my current experienceis or
isn't a dream, I might be dreaming that the test is satisfied-1 might
even be dreaming that this test is effective!J I
To this, the Second Philosopher might reply that she knows, by
ordinary means,that she is not dreaming,just as Descartessuggests:
her testscentre on doing things now that she can't do while dreaming;
her belief that she can't do them while dreaming is basedon her past
dreaming experiences, and so on . Surely we do, in fact, operate in this

way. But even if such an adherenceto everyday methods could be
maintained to rule out the possibility of dreaming, it would be of no
use againstthe Evil Demon hypothesis,for which there cannot in principle be any ordinary tests:the Demon makesit seemto me exactly as
it would if there were no demon,so no aspectof my experiencecould
count againsthis existence.This suggeststhat the debateover ordinary
tests is besidethe point, so let's leave this style of responseaside,and
continue with Stroud's line of thought, assumingthe dream hypothesis
to be as impregnableas that of the Evil Demon.12
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So, Stroud's meditator reasonslike this. First, if I'm now dreaming,
I can't know there's a hand before me, (and this is true, by the way,
even if there happensto be a hand there). Second,I can't tell whether
or not I'm dreaming-which the SecondPhilosophermust admit, given
the recently-adoptedstrong senseof the dreamhypothesis.From which
it is to follow that I can't know that there's a hand before me. But I
chose the case of the hand to give perception the greatest possible
advantage;if I don't know in this case,I can't know anything at all on
the basisof perception.And so, as Stroudputs it, I have lost the world.
The remaining kink here is the unspokenassumption that I can't
know the hand is there if I can't rule out the possibility that I'm dreaming. This is hardly required in ordinary life, even under the most rigorous conditions, as Stroud appreciates:
If I testify on the witness standthat I spentthe day with the defendant, that I went to the museumand then had dinner with him, and
left him about midnight, my testimony under normal circumstances
would not be affected in any way by my inability to answer if the
prosecutorwere then to ask 'How do you know you didn't dreamthe
whole thing?' The questionis outrageous.... Nor do we ever expect
to find a careful report of the proceduresand results of an elaborate
experimentin chemistry followed by an accountof how the experimenter determined that he was not simply dreaming that he was
conducting the experiment.(Stroud [1984], pp. 49-50)
The worry arisesthat Stroud's Descartesis simply imposing an artificially high standardon knowledge,a'standardwe don't in fact consider
reasonable.If this is right, then I could be said, under the proper perceptual conditions, to know that there is a hand before me, even if I
can't prove that I'm not dreaming.
Understandably,Stroud is keen to arguethat his Descartesisn't simply changingthe subjectfrom knowledgeto somekind of ultra-knowledge.He begins his responseby pointing out that its being inappropriate to criticize the witness'sor the chemist'sknowledge claims in this
way doesn't by itself show that ruling out the dream hypothesis isn't
necessaryfor knowledge:
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objection to the knowledge-claimmight
not be an outrageousviolation of the conditions of knowledge, but
rather an outrageousviolation of the conditions for the appropriate
assessmentand acceptanceof assertions of knowledge. (Stroud
[1984], p. 60)

The witness and the chemist make their claims to know!edge 'on just
about the most favorable grounds one can have for claiming to know
things' (op. cit., p. 61), so it isn't appropriate to criticize them for
failing to rule out, or even to consider, the possibility that they're
dreaming. But this doesn't show that they do in fact know what they
claim to know.
Having found this opening,Stroud'sDescartestakesit: he thinks it's
appropriate for me to assertthat I know when there is no reason to
think I might be dreaming, but that I still do not in fact know unless
I can rule out that possibility. The reasonfor this discrepancybetween
conditions for knowledge assertionsand conditions for knowledge lies
in the contrast betweenthe practical and the theoretical:
It would be silly to stand for a long time in a quickly filling bus
trying to decide on the absolutely best place to sit. Since sitting
somewherein the bus is better than standing, although admittedly
not as good as sitting in the best of all possible seats,the best thing
to do is to sit down quickly... there is no general answer to the
question of how certain we should be before we act, or what possibilities of failure we should be sureto eliminate before doing something. It will vary from caseto case,and in eachcaseit will depend
on how serious it would be if the act failed, how important it is for
it to succeedby a certain time, how it fares in competition on these
and other groundswith alternativeactionswhich might be performed
instead,and so on. This holds just as much for the action of saying
something,or saying that you know something,or ruling out certain
possibilities before saying dtat you know something, as for other
kinds of actions. (Stroud [1984]. pp. 65-6)13
The picture, then, is of a sliding scaleof strictnesson proper assertions
of knowledge:
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From the detachedpoint of view-when only the questionof whether
we know is at issue--our interestsand assertionsin everydaylife are
seenas restricted in certain ways. Certain possibilities are not even
considered,let alone eliminated,certain assumptionsare sharedand
taken for granted and so not examined.(Stroud [1984], pp. 71-2)
In ordinary life, then, under good perceptualconditions, it's reasonable
for me to risk assertingthat there is a handbefore me, and so, to claim
to know that there is a handbefore me. But the knowledgeclaim is just
a loose way of speaking,for practical purposes.In a theoretical context--one without practical time pressures,with no limit on the amount
of 'effort and ingenuity' (op. cit., p. 66) we can bring to bear on the
questionof the truth of our cla1ms-in sucha context, free of practical
restrictions, we have no excusefor speakingloosely and we shouldn't
claim to know until we have ruled out every possibility that would
preclude our knowing-in particular, we must rule out the possibility
that we are dreaming. So Stroud's Descarteshasn't changedthe subject; he's simply working with the usual notion of knowledge in an
unrestrictedor theoretical context.I.
Now there is considerableappealin this notion of a sliding scaleof
stringency.The SecondPhilosopherimaginesa shopkeeperconcerned
aboutthe coins he takesin: are they pure metal or fakes?15 He instructs
his hired assistantto bite each coin to be sure, knowing that many
counterfeits are laced with harder metals. He also knows that more
sophisticatedcounterfeitersproducefake coins with softnesscomparable to pure coins by a different. more difficult process,and that these
finer fakes can be detectedby an optical device he keeps in the back
of his shop. But the fellows capableof this fine work are now in jail,
so he doesn't bother to include this extra twist in his instructionsto his
assistant.Under theseconditions, when the assistantsays he knows a
particular coin is pure metal, the shopkeeperrealizes that the fellow
doesn't really know, becausehe hasn't used the optical device in the
back room and doesn't know that the coin isn't one of the finer fakes,
but the knowledge claim is appropriatein the context, and the shopkeeper would be out of line to correct him.
likewise, the chemist knows that there are impure metals that pass
both the biting test and the optical test, so he can see that the~
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shopkeeper'sclaim to know, after using his optical device, is also
restricted, despite being appropriatein the given circumstances.Even
the chemist'sclaim to know that the metal is pure will appearrestricted
to the physicistwho realizesthat thereareatomic variationsundetectable
by chemical means. And even the physicist may have to admit that
there are possible variations he doesn't yet know how to test for, and
he will always realize that there may be possibilities he's unawareof
that will be uncoveredby future scientists.So, even his claim to know
that the metal is pure will be subject to the proviso, 'at least as far as
current sciencecan determine'.
All this gives the idea of a sliding scale of restrictivenesssome
initial plausibility. But the SecondPhilosopherremains"troubledby the
conclusionthat sucha scalesomehowpresupposes
an underlyingentirely
unrestricted notion of the sort proposedby Stroud's Descartes.After
all, the scaleas she understandsit. no matterhow stringent it gets, will
never require ruling out the hypothesis that the relevant inquirer is
dreaming, or deceived by an Evil Demon; these doubts still seem
artificial. Furthermore,no notion of a scaleseemsrelevant in a simple
perceptual case like my seeing my hand before me; there I'm not
hamperedby time pressureor ignoranceor anything else, no further,
more strenuousinvestigation or special expertiseseemsrelevant.
From the Sccond Philosopher'spoint of view, the situation looks
like this. She has various methods of finding out about the world,
beginning with observation,and as she builds and tests and modifies
her theories, she also studies, tests and refines thosc methods themselves. She has seen,in her day. implementationsof various bad proceduresfor finding out about the world, like astrology and creationism,
and she can explain in detail what's wrong with these methods.Now
Stroud's Descartespresent..her with an alternativehypothesis:perhaps
everything she believesis false and she is dreaming,or an Evil Demon
has made it seemto her as if what she thinks she knows is true when
it is not. This alternative hypothesisis deliberately designed so that
none of her tried and true methods can be brought to bear on it. I
imagine she will reply along these lines: 'I admit I can't refute the
hypothesis,though it's hard for me to seethe point of entertainingit. 1ft
Perhapsthis shows that I can't be absolutelycertain that I know what
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I think I know, but that doesn'tsurpriseme so much.17 I constantly
work to remove as many "restrictions" as possible, to conduct my
inquiries in a detachedand unhurried way, as unimpededas possible
by practical limitations and lingering prejudices.This seemsto me the
best way there is to find out what the world is like. The semanticsof
the word "know" seem to me quite complex, and I don't pretend to
understandthem completely,ISbut it still seemsto me reasonableto
think that we know, in a straightforwardand unrestrictedsense,that we
have hands(in which casescaling seemsirrelevant), that water is ~O
(in which casewe seemsuitably high on the scale), and much, much
more.'
This will hardly satisfy Stroud's Descartes,but to avoid an unappealing debate over the concept 'know',19let me approach the issue
from another direction. Stroud calls the epistemological challenge a
'theoretical' or 'philosophical' one:
We aspire in philosophy to seeourselvesas knowing all or most of
the things we think we know and to understandhow all that knowledge is possible. (Stroud [1994], p. 296)
The Second Philosopherthinks she has at least the beginnings of an
answerto this question,in her accountof how and when perceptionis
a reliable guide, in her study of various methodsof reasoning,and her
efforts to understandand improve them.
But this obviously isn't what Stroud has in mind:
In philosophy we want to understandhow any knowledge of an
independentworld is gained on any... occasions... through senseperception. So, unlike ... everyday cases,when we understandthe
particular case[like my hands] in the way we must understandit for
philosophical purposes,we cannot appealto some piece of knowledge we think we have already got about an independentworld.
(Stroud [1996], p. 132)20
From the 'philosophical' or 'external' point of view:
AII of my knowledgeof the externalworld is supposedto have been
brought into question in one fell swoop ... I am to focus on my
relation to the whole body of beliefs which I take to be knowledge
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of the external world and ask, from 'outside' as it were
and how I know it ... (Stroud [1984], p. 118)

whether

In other words, I'm to set aside all my hard-won methods, all my
carefully checkedand double-checkedbeliefs, and then explain ... Well,
the SecondPhilosopherwill hardly care what she's now asked to explain; the demandthat she explain anything without using any of her
best methods seemsbarmy.
From Stroud's point of view, the problem with the SecondPhilosopher's explanation can be illuminated by a comparison.21Supposea
pseudo-Cartesianinquirer gives the following account of his knowledgeof the world: 'I know becauseI have a clear and distinct idea, and
God makes sure that I only have clear and distinct ideas about things
that are true; furthermore, I came to believe this about God by means
of clear and distinct ideas,so I have good reasonto believe I am right.'
This account is to run parallel to the SecondPhilosopher's: 'I know
becausemy belief is generatedby such-and-suchmethods,and suchand-suchmethodsare reliable; furthermore,I cameto believe that they
are reliable by meansof such-and-suchmethods,so I have good reason
to believe that I'm right.' We may be inclined to think that the Second
Philosopheris right- that perceptionand her other methodsof belief
formation are reliable-and that the pseudo-Cartesianis wrong-that
there is no such accommodatingGod-but the best either of these
inquirers can say is:
'If the theory I hold is true, I do know... that I know... it, and I do
understandhow I know the things I do.' (Stroud [1994], p. 30 I)
Given that all knowledge is being called into question at once, neither
of them can detach the antecedent,so neither can give a philosophically satisfying account of their knowledge.
In fact. this just repeatsthe previous observation that the Second
Philosophercan't explain her knowledgewithout using her methodsof
explanation, but the rhetorical force is heightenedby the suggestion
that she's in no better position than this woeful pseudo-Cartesian.Of
course,she doesn't seeit that way; to her, the pseudo-Cartesianis just
another in a long line of the benighted-like the astrologer and the
creationist-all of whom she can dispatchon straightforwardgrounds.
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What Stroud's comparisoninvites her to attempt is an explanation of
the pseudo-Cartesian'
s errors that usesnone of her methods,a task that
seemsto her no more reasonablethan the original challengeto explain
her knowledge using none of her methods.
Perhapsthe SecondPhilosopher'sreaction can be clarified by comparison with a few close cousins.Moore, like the SecondPhilosopher,
tends to stick to the 'internal' or 'everyday' versions of the sceptic's
questions.Stroud writes:
It is precisely Moore's refusal or inability to take his own or anyone
else's words in [the] 'external' or 'philosophical' way that seemsto
me to constitute the philosophical importance of his remarks. He
~teadfastlyremainswithin the familiar, unproblematicunderstanding
of thosegeneralquestionsand assertionswith which the philosopher
would attemptto bring all our knowledgeof the world into question.
He resists,or more probably doesnot even feel, the pressuretowards
the philosophical project as it is understoodby the philosophershe
discussess22
... But how could Moore show no signs of acknowledging that [those questions]are even intendedto be taken in a special
'external' way derived from the Cartesianproject of assessingall our
knowledge of the external world at f'T'I.'C?
That is the questionabout
the mind of G.E. Moore that ( canll(It .~nswer.(Stroud [1984], pp.
119,125-6)
Here the Second Philosophermust sympathizewith Stroud. Though
she, too, fails to feel the 'lure' of the philosophical project, she surely
realizes that those who do feel it intend the question of the external
world to be understoodin a sensethat explicitly marks 9ff everything
shehasto offer as besidethe point. For this reason,she,unlike Moore,
cannot honestly claim to have answeredthe sceptic's challenge.
Quine's naturalizedepistemologyis anotherobvious relative, but the
Quinean opus includes many themes,some of which seemto conflict
with his naturalism, and many statementsand restatements,so the
assessmentof agreementand disagreementhere is an arduous one.23
Still, one note is salient for our purposeshere. Quine posesthe epistemolo.2icalchallengethis way:
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We are studying how the human subject ... posits bodies ... from his

data. (Quine [1969], p. 83)
The Second Philosopher,relying more on cognitive science than on
empiricism or behaviourism, is less inclined to speak of 'data' and
'positing' and more inclined to cite studiesof how prelinguistic infants
come to perceive and representphysical objects}4
This brings us to one of Stroud's central concerns about Quine's
naturalism. He is unbotheredby the idea of relying on science,which
he seesas an update of Moore's doggedtrust in common sense:
What Moore says is perfectly legitimate and unassailable... The
results of an independently-pursuedscientific explanationof knowledge would be in the sameboat. (Stroud [1984], p. 230)
As we've seen,Stroud thinks 'there is wisdom is that strategy' ([1984],
p. 248), though it doesn't answerthe sceptic's challengeas he understandsit. The trouble comes in Quine's distinctive conception of the
scientific undertaking,in his descriptionof humansas positing objects
on the basis of data, where what
... can be said .,. in common-sensetenns about ordinary things are
... far in excessof any available data. (Quine [1960], p. 22)
For Quine, the naturalized epistemologiststudies
the relation betweenthe meagerinput and the torrential output ... in
order to seehow evidencerelatesto theory, and in what ways one's
theory of nature transcendsany available evidence.(Quine [1969],
p.83)
Though Quine doesn't begin from a sensorygiven, but from 'the limited impingements' of our sensorysurfaces(Quine [1974], p. 3), he
persistc;in the languageof 'evidence', 'information' and 'data'.
Stroud worries that this way of describingthe scientific project provides a new foothold for the sceptic. If I regard my beliefs about the
external world as the result of my own positing, a positing that could
have gone any number of different ways without coming into conflict
with my sensoryinputs, it's hard to seehow I can use those beliefs to
explain how I come to know what the world is like:

~
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Countless'hypotheses'or 'theories' could be 'projected' from those
sameslender'data', so if we happento acceptone such 'theory' over
others it cannot be becauseof any objective superiority it enjoys
over possible or actual competitors ... our continued adherenceto
our present'theory' could be explainedonly by appealto some feature or other of the knowing subjectsrather than of the world they
claim to know. And that is preciselywhat the traditional epistemologist has always seenas underminingour knowledge of the external
world. (Stroud [1984], p. 248)
Though Quine hopes to use ordinary science in his epistemological
project, the project itself is formed by 'the old epistemologist'sproblem of bridging a gap betweensensedata and bodies'; it is 'an enlightened persistence... in the original epistemological problem' (Quine
[1974], pp. 2-3). Stroud's point is that Quine's enlightenmenthas not
savedhim; as soon as he allows
a completely generaldistinction betweeneverything we get through
the senses,on the one hand,and what is or is not true of the external
world. on the other ...
he is 'cut ... off forever from knowledgeof the world aroundus' (Stroud
[1984], p. 248).25As Quine's line on positing and underdetermination
is supposedhave resulted from scientific inquiry, Quine's sciencehas
undermineditself from within.26
But the commitment to scienceand common sensedoesn't force us
to conceivethe problem in Quine's way. In fact, if we are interestedin
explaining how a causal processbeginning with light falling on and
reflecting off an object, continuing through stimulationsof our sensory
surfaces,proceeding through various levels of cognitive processing,
often results in reliable belief about the externalworld, we find nothing
in the story about 'data' or 'theory', no grounds for identifying,one
episodein the causalchain-the 'irritation' of our 'physical receptors'as data or information or evidencethat radically underdeterminesthe
rest}' Ironically, Quine himself, at other times, counsels us to drop
such talk of 'epistemologicalpriority' (seeQuine [1969], p. 85), but if
we do so
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We are left with questionsabout a series of physical events, and
perhapswith questionsabouthow thoseeventsbring it about that we
believe what we do about the world around us. But in trying to
answer these questionswe will not be pursuing in an 'enlightened'
scientific way a study of the relation between'observation' and 'scientific theory' or of the 'ways one's theory of nature transcendsany
available evidence' ... (Stroud [1984], p. 252)
Any suggestionthat we are addressingthe sceptic'soriginal challenge
now evaporates.
Of course, the Second Philosopher never embracedthis Quinean
conceptionof the project in the first place: she isn't out to explain how
we project or infer objects from sensorydata, but how we come to bc
able to detect external objects by sensorymeans.Stroud has no objection to this project of the Second Philosopher,or for that matter, to
Moore's persistencein the everyday or 'internal' reading of the question; in fact, it's hard not to be struck by Stroud'sadmiration for Moore,
in particular. Speakingfor himself rather than Descartes,Stroud wonders whether
the fully 'external' or 'philosophical' conception of our relation to
the world, when pressed,is really an illusion. (Stroud [1984], pp.
273-4)
His distrust extendsnot only to scepticism,but to all efforts to answer
the 'external' question:
It is what all such theoriespurport to be about, and what we expect
or demandthat any such theory should say about the human condition that we should be examining,not just which one of them comes
in first in the traditional epistemologicalsweepstake.In that tough
competition, it still seemsto me, skepticism will always win going
away. (Stroud [1994], p. 303)
Here Stroud and the SecondPhilosophercome into partial agreement,
in their reservationsabout the very problem of traditional epistemology, the problem of justifying our knowledge of the world without
using any of our ordinary meansof justification. The difference is that
Stroudsuspectsthe problem is somehowincoherent-that there's some
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obstaclein principle to posing the completely generalquestion--while
the SecondPhilosopherthinks it's simply misguided.28
III. VAN FRAASSEN

In any case,scepticismof this traditional variety seldom troubles the
sleepof our level-headedphilosophersof science.Still, they do worry
over somepartial versions,most often scepticismabout unobservables.
Van Fraassen'sconstructiveempiricism is a conspicuousexample. I'd
like to take my SecondPhilosopheron one last ramble, around this
comer of the philosophy of science.For future reference,let me begin
by summarizingthe developmentof the SecondPhilosopher'sreasons
for believing that there are atoms, despite her inability to see them,
with or without her eye-glaSses.
Beginning with Dalton in the early 1800s,the atomic hypothesiswas
usedin chemistry to explain various laws of proportion and combining
volumes, then Boyle's law and Charles' law, and was elaboratedto
good effect with the notions of isomers,substitutionand valence.29For
a time, difficulties in the determination of atomic weights produced
severe worries-one prominent chemist proposed that the atom be
'erased'from sciencebecause'it goesbeyondexperience,and never in
chemistry ought we to go beyond experience'(Dumas}-but by 1860,
all this was settledand, in the words of the historian, 'the atom [came]
into generalacceptanceas the fundamentalunit of chemistry' (Ihde). In
the secondhalf of the 19th century. atoms enteredphysics by way of
kinetic theory, again with dramatic success,including the determination of absolute atomic weights.
Despite all this, scientistsconcernedabout atoms still asked 'who
has ever seena gas molecule or an atom?' (Bertholet, 1877) and complained about the appealto 'forces, the existenceof which we cannot
demonstrate.acting between atoms we cannot see' (Ostwald, 1895).
Even supportersrecognizedthat it might well be thought 'more dangerous than useful to employ a hypothesisdeemedincapableof verification' and that scepticismhere was 'legitimate' (Perrin). In this climate,
a leading textbook of 1904 warned that
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The atomic hypothesishasproved to be an exceedinglyuseful aid to
instruction and investigation... One must not, however,be led astray
by this agreem~ntbetweenpicture and reality and combine the two.
(Ostwald, 1904)
In one of his remarkableseriesof papersof 1905,Einstein declaredhis
'major aim' was to 'find facts which would guaranteeas much as possible the existenceof atoms'.
A decadebefore,Gouy had arguedthat the phenomenonof Brownian
motion 'placesunder the eyesthe realizationof a" [the] hypotheses'of
the kinetic theorists.Einstein was unawareof this work and only dimly
aware of Brownian motion itself, but he concluded that:
According to the molecular-kinetictheory of heat, bodies of microscopically visible size suspendedin a liquid will perform move.
mentsof such magnitudethat they can be easily observedin microscope.
Einstein took the presenceor absenceof this phenomenonin the exact
mathematicalterms predictedby kinetic theory as a crucial test, but he
apparently thought actual experimentswould require a level of precision beyond human reach.
But it was not beyond Jean Perrin, as we now know. He manufactured tiny particles of exact and uniform size and weight and studied
how they suspendedin a liquid-balancing the scattering forces of
Brownian motion against gravity. In this way, he used
the weight of the particle, which is measurable,as an intermediary
or connecting link betweenmasseson our usual scaie of magnitude
and the massesof molecules ...
... and he obtained measurementsof absolute atomic weights and
Avogadro'snumberthat matchedthe predictionsof kinetic theory. From
this beginning, he went on to verify the rest of Einstein's predictions.
In 1908, Ostwald, the samechemist who issuedthe textbook warning, describedthe work of Perrin and others as constituting
experimentalproof for the discreteor particulate nature of matterproof which the atomic theory hasvainly soughtfor a hundredyears
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Poincare,another former sceptic, writes:
we no longer have need of the infmitely subtle eye of Maxwell's
demon; our microscopesuffices us .., atomsare no longera useful
fiction... The atom of the chemist is now a reality.
The contemporary SecondPhilosopheragrees,on these grounds and
others that have accumulatedsince.
Now van Fraassentakes a different view, stunning in its sweep:
When the theory has implications about what is not observable,the
evidencedoesnot warrantthe conclusionthat it is true. (van Fraassen
[1980], p. 71)
The sting of this denial is temporarily drawn by van Fraassen'sadmission that the evidencedoesn't even warrant belief in a 'simple perceptual judgement', not becausethe evidenceis sense-data-this way lies
traditional scepticism-but presumablybecausesuch a judgement involves belief about mattersI haven't actually observed(like the other
side of the moon, and so on). Indeed,van Fraassenholds that there are
no 'rationally compelling' reasonsfor extendingonesbelief beyondthe
evidenceprecisely as far as he advocatesand no further ([ 1980], pp.
72-3). He draws the line where he does following the lead of his
underlying Empiricism, which counsels him 'to withhold belief in
anything that goes beyondthe actual, observablephenomena'([1980],
p. 202).
Parallel to Stroud's Descarteson the subject of hands,van Fraassen
thinks that no evidence whatsoevercould rationally compel belief in
atoms. Still, the SecondPhilosopher.is somewhatheartened,because
she finds here no general sceptical argument-corresponding to the
dreamhypothesis-that's intendedto establishthis. Perhapsvan Fraassen
is simply in the position of the chemists and physicists of 1900imagining, with somereason,that the existenceof atoms 'goes beyond
experience'and is 'incapable of verification'. Perhapshe can be persuaded.as they were, by Perrin's experimentalevidenceand its like. If
he is not persuaded,she is eagerto hearhis objectionsto that evidence:
perhapsthere is a misunderstandingshe can clear up; perhapsthere is
some weaknessshe hasn't noticed!
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To her surprise, van Fraassen'sreactions don't seem to take this
form. Instead, he presentsa range of argumentsagainst people who
connect the truth of a scientific theory in one way or another to its
explanatorypower, or who think the termsof mature scientific theories
typically refer, or whatever.Now she is disinclined to think a theory
true simply becauseit is the best explanation of the phenomena:the
atomic hypothesisgave an excellentaccountof a wide rangeof chemical and physical phenomenaby 1900,but the existenceof atoms still
hadn't been established;of course, their existenceexplains Brownian
motion, but this bare descriptionof the situation leavesout the details
that made Perrin's experimentsso compelling. Furthermore,the 'maturity' of the theory in which an entity appearsseemsto her an unclear
and oddly-chosenindicator of the existenceof its objects;what matters
is the particular experimentalevidenceavailable for the particular entity in question! There is more, of course,but the nature and sourceof
the SecondPhilosopher'sbefuddlementshould be clear.3O
Here van Fraassenmakesthe helpful suggestionthat she has misunderstoodthe terms of the debate.The SecondPhilosopheris speaking
as one 'totally immersedin the scientific world-picture' (van Fraassen
[1980], p. 80). From this point of view,
the distinction between [atom]31andflying horse is as clear as between racehorseandflying horse: the first correspondsto something
in the actual world, and the other does not. While immersedin the
theory, and addressingoneself solely to the problems in the domain
of the theory, this objectivity of [atom] is not and cannot be qualified. (van Fraassen[1980], p. 82)
So, while the SecondPhilosopheris immersed in atomic theory, the
Perrin experimentsdo provide compelling reasonto classify atoms as
real, as opposed,say, to phlogiston or whatever. But she has not yet,
accordingto van Fraassen,takenan 'epistemic' stance.He writes of the
working scientist:
If he describeshis own epistemiccommitment, he is stepping back
for a moment, and saying something like: the theory entails that
[atoms] exist, and not all theories do, and my epistemic attitude
towards this theory is X. (op. cit.)
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To grasp what's at stake in van Fraassen'empiricism, the Second
Philosophermust stepback and adoptan epistemicstance.And, at that
level, van Fraassen'sempiricism counselsbelief in the empirical adequacy of the theory-that is, belief in what the theory tells us about
observableevents and things-rather than belief in its truth.
The SecondPhilosopherimaginesthat she understandsthe distinction betweenimmersion and an epistemic stance.It seemsto be what
Ostwald recommendedin his 1904 textbook: use atoms all you want
while you're doing your chemistry, treat them as real, just as you
would medium-sizedphysical objects,when you're explaining chemical phenomena,making chemicalpredictions,and so on; but, when you
stepback, notice that the existenceof atomshasn't actually beenestablished and don't confuse t!te atomic picture with reality. The Second
Philosopherknows many examplesof this 'epistemic' phenomenon:a
theory is used, taken as true during 'immersion', while the theorist
neverthelessretains doubts about certain aspectsor entities involved.
But atomic theory has now passedbeyond this, as a result of Perrin's
experiments:it was once regardedas empirically adequate;now it is
regardedas true.
Once again van Fraasseninsists that the Second Philosopher has
misunderstood.The 'immersion' and 'stepping back' she describesis
all happening within what he calls 'the scientific world-picture':
Ostwald's reservationsabout atomic theory were 'immersed', part of
the internal scientific processof distinguishingbetween,say,racehorses
and flying horses;from the epistemicstance,atomic theory should still
be and should always be regardedas empirically adequateonly.
The bewildered SecondPhilosophermight be inclined to think we
should seekto understandwhy atomic theory is empirically adequate,
so as to understandthe world better. Van Fraassengrants that
The searchfor explanation is valued in sciencebecauseit consists
for the mostpart in the searchfor theorieswhich are simpler, more
unified, and more likely to be empirically adequate... becausehaving a good explanationconsistsfor the most part in having a theory
with those other qualities. (van Fraassen[1980], pp. 93-4)
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So it's best that working scientists think as the Second Philosopher
does, always searchingfor explanations-it makes for progress-but
the interpretation of science,and the correct view of its methodology, are two separatetopics. (van Fraassen[1980], p. 93)
From the interpretive or epistemic point of view
that the observablephenomena... fit the theory, is merely a brute
fact, and mayor may not havean explanationin tennsof unobservable
facts ... it really does not matter to the goodnessof the theory, nor
to our understandingof the world. (van Fraassen[1980], p. 24)
All the Second Philosopher's impulses are methodological,just the
thing to generategood science. Much as Stroud's Descartesrecommends that we make knowledge claims in practical life that aren't
properly justified theoretically,van Fraassenfinds it beneficial to speak
the languageof current science'like a native' (p. 82). But the correct
interpretationof science-the empiricist interpretation-is entirely in-

dependentof its methodology
.32
So the SecondPhilosopheris onceagainsilenced.Stroud'sDescartes
left her no reply, becauseshe was asked to justify her knowledge
without using any of her meansof justification. Similarly, van Fraassen
has ruled all her evidence for the existence of atoms as ultimately
irrelevant: good, even admirable, for the purposesof science,to one
immersed; but not rationally compelling to the epistemologist. Her
trouble. is that she is so completely immersed: she doesn't speak the
languageof science'like a native'; she is a native. Van Fraassenintroducesher to his epistemicforeign language,where this baffling empiricism reigns: her best theories are taken to be empirically adequate,
rather than true, and the desire for an explanation of why they are
empirically adequate is perhaps useful as a heuristic, but in truth
unmotivated.
In an effort to understand,sheaskswhy we should adopt empiricism
in the foreign language.Van fraassenansw~rs,because'it makesbetter senseof science,and of scientific activity' ([ 1980], p. 73). Better
than what?, the Second Philosopher wonders. Better than those
accountsof scientific truth in terms of 'best explanations'and 'mature
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theories'that van Fraassenexplicitly engagesand that so befuddledher
before. The salient difference now is that these opponents of van
Fraassenthink scienceaims for truth; not just empirical adequacy,and
though she may flinch at generalitiesabout 'science', the SecondPhilosopher was dissatisfied before Einstein and Perrin, and perhaps it
isn't too great a distortion to say that she wanted to know if atomic
theory was empirically adequatebecauseit was true or for some other
reason.Still, she concedesthat it wasn't clear, before Perrin showed
what could be done, that this question could be answered,that the
existence or non-existenceof atoms could be established,and if it
couldn't have been,shemight have settledfor the empirically adequate
theory. She figures the aim is to do the best we can in determining
what the world is like, but all this, from van Fraassen'spoint of view,
is just the thinking of one immersed:fine for scientific purposes;irrelevant epistemically.
Under the circumstances,the SecondPhilosopherseemsunlikely to
get the hang of this new language-she can't see what style of argument is appropriatethere, given that all hers are 'merely immersed'not to mention that she has little motivation for trying33-given her
watchful and consideredconfidence in her own methods. From her
perspective,the empiricist challenge is hardly more compelling than
the Cartesian. To Stroud's Descartes,she concedesthat she cannot
justify her knowledge without using her meansof justification; to van
Fraassen,she concedesthat she cannot defend the existenceof atoms
if all her bestevidenceis ruled irrelevant.But neither of thesegives her
,"on to doubt her methodsor to changeher ways.
This final stroll has taken the SecondPhilosophereven further from
Quine's naturalist, as Quine's justification for the atomic hypothesis,
like those.of van Fraassen'sproper opponents,depends on general
featuresof the theory rather than detailed experimental results. This
separatesSecondmetaphysics,like Secondepistemology,from metaphysics and epistemologynaturalized,which leads in turn to disagreements in philosophy of mathematicsand philosophy of logic. I'll talk
about some of these things on Monday. For now, I hope the Second
Philosopher'scharacterhas beenbrought into somedegreeof focus by
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this excursion into scepticism. And I hope the lack of philosophical
action hasn't left you wishing you'd gone to a different movie!34
NOTES
. This is the Lakatos A ward Lecture delivered at the London School of
Economics in May 2003.
I. The following account of Descartes goals and strategies comes ftom the
elegant and fascinating Broughton (2002).
2. In the 'Fourth Replies', Descartes refers to 'the exaggerated doubt which
I put forward in the First Meditation', and in dte 'Seventh Replies' he
reminds us that '1 was dealing merely with the kind of extreme doubt
which, as I ftequently stressed,is metaphysical and exaggerated and in no
way to be transferred to practical life' ([1642), pp. 159,308). See Broughton
(2002), p. 48.
3. As Broughton points out ([2002), p. 31), the meditator comes 'uncomfortably equipped with Cartesian theories' at the outset of the Meditations,
though those theories aren't revealed to him until the end.
4. The need to undercut our most tenacious common sense beliefs explains
Descartes' interest in certainty: ifp and q conflict, and there is some slight
reasonto doubt p, but q is certain, we take q to undermine p. See Broughton
[2002), p. 51.
5. She doesn't see the errors of childhood as based on a serious inability to
distinguish mind ftom body, so she thinks her ordinary methods of inquiry can correct them.
6. Not all of the new science will be indubitable, of course. See Garber
[1986), pp. 115-16, and the references cited there. Even perceptual beliefs are only trustworthy when properly examined by Reason. so some
room for error remains here as well (see the final two sentences of
Descartes [1641)) .
7. Recall that our Second Philosopher has no grounds on which to denounce
First Philosophy as 'unscientific'. Open-minded at all times, she's willing
to entertain Descartes' claim that the Method of Doubt will uncover useful knowledge. If, by her lights, it did generate reliable beliefs, she'd have
no scruple about using it. But if it did. by her lights-tbat is, by lights we
tend to describe as 'scientific'-then we'd also be inclined to describe the
Method of Doubt as 'scientific'.
8. The Second Philosopher is a development of the naturalist described in
Maddy [2001) and [to appear), building on [1997).1 adopt the new name
here to avoid larv;ely irrelevant debatesabout what 'naturalism' should be.
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9. Both Broughton ([2002], pp. 13-15) and Garber ([1986], p. 82) would
allow that Descartes has some interest in replying to the sceptical arguments current among his contemporaries, but they see this as something
of a side benefit to carrying out his real project of revising the foundations of science.
10. On Broughton's reading, it seems Descartes' meditator could have said
this in the first Meditation.
11. For Stroud on ordinary tests, see [1984), pp. 2(}-23, 46-8.
12. I suspect that Stroud's Descartesgains some rhetorical advantage by sticking to dreaming, a familiar phenomenon, rather than plumping for the
Evil Demon-this makes the challenge seem less like one based on an
objectionable requirement of logical certainty. But the familiar phenomenon might well be ruled out in familiar ways.
13. An odd note here. When I say I have hands, there is a risk that I'm wrong,
just as there's a risk that I might not get the best seat on the bus if I sit
down quickly, but it might still be best, in both cases, to take the action.
So I say I have hands without ruling out all possible defeaters. This might
incline me also to say that I know I have bands. But if Stroud's Descartes
is right, this second utterance"is different: it's not that there's a small risk
I might be wrong in saying that I know 1 have bands; there's no chance
at all that 1 might be right!
14. Williams describes this nicely as a sort of 'vector addition': 'The concept
of knowledge, left to itseif so to speak. demands that we consider every
logical possibility of error, no matter how far-fetched. However, the force
of this demand is ordinarily weakened or redirected by a second vector
embodying various practical or otherwise circumstantial limitations. The
effect of philosophical detachment is to eliminate this second vector,
leaving the concept of knowledge to operate unimpeded' ([ 1988], p. 428).
15. I use this example in place of Stroud's plane-spotter ([1984], pp. 67-75,
80-8 I) to bring out the role of scientific inquiry on the sliding scale.
16. Unlike Broughton's Descartes, Stroud's Descartes doesn't suggest that
sceptical hypotheses are themselves means to deeper knowledge.
17. Opinion seems divided on the role of certainty: e.g., Williams holds that
knowledge doesn't require certainty ('there is no obvious route from
fallibilism ... to scepticism' ([1988], p. 430), while Lewis takes the idea
of fallible knowledge to be prima facie 'madness' ([ 1996], p. 221). Stroud
sees the requirements of certainty and foundationalism (the epistemic
priority of experience), not as presuppositions of the scepticaJargument,
but as 'natural consequence[s]of seeking ... a certain kind of understanding of human knowledge in general' ([1989], p. 104). (I take up this
formulation of the challenge below). My own feeling (which I apparently
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share with Williams) is that the sceptical challenge isn't of much interest
(unless as a Method, as for Broughton's Descartes) if it rests on a requirement of certainty. (Fallibilism doesn't trouble me as it does Lewis.)
The Second Philosopher may well suspect that her linguistic inquiry into
the semantics of 'know' will not turn up anything determinate and unified
enough to play the role of the 'underlying concept' Stroud's argument
requires. Williams ([1988], p. 428) seems to make a similar suggestion,
though in a different argumentative setting. Lewis finds the concept complex, but still more strictly codifiable than seems likely for a rough and
ready notion like knowledge.
For example, over the certainty requirement: it's hard to see how the
argument just rehearsed from the possibility that I'm dreaming to the
conclusion that I don't know I have hands can be pressed without requiring that knowledge be certain; the sliding scale seems to be an attempt to
defend this requirement. But leaving aside the word or .:oncept (see previous footnote) of 'knowledge', what really matters is whether or not I
have good reason to believe I have hands.
From the philosophical perspective, no certainty requirement seems to be
presupposed: if 1 admit (as I must) that I might be dreaming, I have no
grounds on which to count this hypothesis as unlikely-because 1 can't
appeal to other knowledge of the world-and thus I have no good reason
to believe that I have hands. (Stroud doesn't put the case quite this way
in [1996], p. 132, but 1 think the spirit is the same.) As Stroud claims, the
requirement of certainty emerges from the sceptical reasoning, because,
in the absence of other information, any room for doubt leaves me with
no good reason to believe. Thus, it seems to me that two different arguments for the sceptical conclusion are being offered, depending, on which
considerations support the key move from 'I could be dreaming 1 have
hands' to 'I don't know 1 have hands', the move, that is, that rules out the
responsethat the dream hypothesis is sufficiently unlikely to be dismissed:
in the first version, the sliding scale argument purportedly shows that
certainty is required for knowledge, so the dream hypothesis must be
conclusively defeated; in the second version, the philosophical perspective disallows the appeal to collateral information that would show the
dream hypothesis to be unlikely.
This is adapted from Stroud {1994], a reply to externalism. See also

Stroud [1989].
22. Stroud notes ([1984], p. 120) that 'even Homer nods'-there are places
where Moore leans farther than perhaps he should toward the 'external'
understanding.
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23. See Fogelin [1997] for a discussion of one major fault line in the Quinean
opus, between naturalism on one side and the likes of holism and ontological relativity on the other. I emphasize the tension between naturalism
and holism in [1997]. Stroud [1984], chapter VI, highlights the difficulty
of finding a single, consistent Quincan doctrine on scepticism. On epistemology itself, Quine sometimes says, 'why not settle for psychology?'
([1969], p. 75), while the Second Philosopher imagines a broader study,
including various other human studies, plus her accounts of the things
known. But see also Quine [1995], p. 16, where naturalized epistemology
is described as 'proceed[ing] in disregard of disciplinary boundaries but
with respect for the disciplines themselves and'appetite for their input'.
24. Fogelin traces Quine's approach to Camap's Aujbau: 'Quine's inspiration
comes from the library, not the laboratory' ([ 1997], p. 561).
25. I'm not sure Quine would disagree with this diagnosis. After all, his views
on proxy functions suggest that the world could be made of numbers
instead of physical objects, for all our evidence tells us. Stroud needn't
take a God's eye view and declare all these ontologies as equally good
(Quine [1981], p. 21); he need only point out that science itself has told
us that it.. evidence doesn't support its ontology over many rivals. Thus,
it's hard to see how Quine has 'defend[ed] science from within, against its
self-doubts' (Quine [1974], p. 3).
Quine replies that his 'only criticism of the sceptic is that he is overreacting' when he 'repudiates science' (Quine [198Ia], p. 475). I'm not
sure what this repudiation comes to, apart from denying that science is
knowledge. But Quine himself declares that there is no sense in which the
world can be 'said to deviate from ... a theory that is conformable to every
possible observation' (op. cit., p. 474). It sounds as if there is no fact of
the matter about ontology that we can be said to know or fail to know.
It's hard to resist Fogelin's conclusion (Fogelin [1997]) that Quine's
naturalism sits ill with his ontological relativity. Surely ordinary science
thinks there is a fact of the matter about whether the world is composed
of physical objects, as opposed to numbers.
26. See Stroud [1984], pp. 225-34.
27. See Quine ([1960], p. 22, [1969], pp. 82-3, [1974], pp. 2-3). Gibson
([1988], p. 66) suggests that Quine should be understood as linking the
'irritations'to 'hoiophrastically acquired observation sentences'. If so, then
we're back to the previous situation, with a gap between those observation sentencesand 'theory' (and the latter includes observation statements
understood referentially).
28. I'm not sure whether Stroud's worry is over the coherence of the way the
sceptical challenge is raised, that is, by generalizing from a particular case
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29.
30.

31.
32.

33.
34.
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(Descartes' inability to know by perception that he has hands) to the
whole of our purported knowledge of the world, or over the coherence of
the philosophical perspective itself, whether or not it's forced upon us by
the sceptical argument. If the former, he might still take the challenge to
be coherent and unanswerable (as the Second Philosopher does).
For details and references, see [1997], pp. 135-42. Achinstein [2002]
adopted the same general tone on the efficacy of the Perrin experiments.
Cf. van Fraassen [1985], p. 252: 'A person may believe that a certain
theory is true and explain that he does so, for instance, because it is the
best explanation he has of the facts or because it gives him the most
satisfying world picture. That does not make him irrational, but 1 take it
to be part of empiricism to disdain such reasons.' These aren't the Second
Philosopher's reasons.
van Fraassen uses 'electron', in this quotation and the next, but the same
would seem to go for atoms.
Like van Fraassen, Broughton's Descartes thought his contemporary scientists were wrong, but he clearly didn't take this fact to be methodologically irrelevant-his aim was to change the way science was done.
Notice that van Fraassen, like Stroud's Descartes but unlike Broughton's
Descartes, is not offering an improvement in scientific methods.
My thanks to Sam Hillier, David Malament. and Kyle Stanford for helpful conversations and comments on earlier drafts, and to the audience at
the Lakatos Lecture at LSE for stimulating discussions.
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